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Abstract. In a square equisum matrix, all row and column sums are equal. In a rect-
angular equisum matrix, the common row sum is a rational multiple of the common col-
umn sum. This paper explores properties of equisum matrices, in particular, the preserva-
tion of the equisum condition under a variety of linear, nonlinear and pattern-maintaining
transformations. A principal tool employed is a representation via the Fourier matrix or
the circulant projectors associated with it.

1. Introduction. Patterns and their persistence under transformations constitute
one of the major themes of mathematics. In this paper we take as the basic pattern
to be studied matrices whose rows or columns have equal sums. The approach we take
is through the discrete Fourier transform or the circulant projectors associated with it.
The projector representation tends to be simpler than the Fourier one but the latter
generalizes easily and the proofs of most theorems are vastly simplified.

Matrices with equal row and column sums are fairly common, e.g., permutation ma-
trices, circulant matrices, and, with further nonlinear restrictions, they appear in the
theory of stochastic or doubly stochastic matrices. They may be found in the equations
of chemical kinetics, economics, graph theory, game theory, neural network modeling
[6], cerebrovascular modeling [9], and in the collection of mathematical problems [13].
The equisum condition appears as a simple but important tool in a variety of nonlinear
problems in matrix theory, such as the scaling problem [8] and the estimation problem
of the Perron root [3].

Bold letters will denote matrices (upper case) and vectors (lower case). Unless other-
wise indicated, all matrices are in Cmxn and are labeled by two subscripts, e.g., Arnn
or Amxn to avoid ambiguity. Square matrices are labeled by a single subscript, e.g.,
An, which is often omitted when it is clearly understood from the context or when a
statement holds for any n > 1. We shall use standard notation for transpose, A7, con-
jugate, A, and conjugate transpose, A*. The notation A-1 designates the inverse if
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A is square and nonsingular, or the Moore-Penrose generalized inverse otherwise. For
an arbitrary rectangular matrix, A-1 always exists (see, e.g., [10], [7]). The notation
s(^) = i aij stands for the sum of all entries of A. By A = circ(a), or
A = semicirc(a), we mean a circulant, or a semicirculant, matrix generated by a vector
a = [ai,...,a„] (see, e.g., [2]). For example,

A = semicirc(ai, 02,03) =
a 1 a 2 <23

0 a\ <22
0 0 ai

The notation diag(j4, B,...) designates the block diagonal matrix whose square blocks
are, reading from northwest to southeast, A, B,..., and semicirc(7l, B,...) stands for
a block semicirculant matrix.

Three elementary square matrices are the zero matrix 0„, the identity matrix and
the Fourier matrix Fn defined in terms of a scalar lj = e2lrl'n by

j-t*

11 1 ... 1
1 uj uj2

, ,2 , ,41

1 LOn~l

W""1

UJ

w2(n-1)

(n-l)(n-l)

(1)

The Fourier matrix F is unitary and satisfies the following properties (see, e.g., [2]):

F = FJ,

F"1 =F* =F.
(2)

2. The basic projector matrices. Take the first column of F„, denoted by fn =
n_1/2[l,..., 1]*, and form the product with its conjugate, namely

Jn = fnfn = ^ Circ(l, . . . , 1). (3)

The matrix Jn is a projector onto the one-dimensional space spanned by fn and satisfies
the following properties:

J = JT = J* = J-1 = J2. (4)

In the rectangular case we write

1 ... 1
Jmn ~ fmfn ~ /—

1 ... 1 _

and the matrix Jmn satisfies the following properties:
7 —J1 — J~l

•Jmn ~ u nm ~ u nmi

Jn = J nmJ van = J mn*^ mni

(5)

(6)

as well as

Jmn*Jn Jmn Jmn- (7)
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The second basic matrix, Qn, is defined by

Qn = In - Jn = - circ(n - 1, -1, , -1). (8)

This matrix is always square and satisfies the same relations (4) as does J, namely

Q = QJ = Q* = Q 1 = Q2. (9)
The matrix Q is a projector onto a subspace orthogonal to f. The square matrices J
and Q commute (circulants) and the orthogonality relations extend to the rectangular
case,

JmnQn = = Omn- (10)

Two other related matrices are
Un = diag(l,0„_i),

Vn In Un diag ( 0,1ri — 1) •

The matrices U and V satisfy the same relations as do J and Q, namely

u = UT = u* = u~l = u2,
V = VT = V* = V~l = V2,

as well as the orthogonality relations

UV = VU = 0. (13)

Much of what follows depends on

Theorem 1. The matrices J and Q are diagonalized by the Fourier matrix

J = F*UF = FUF*,

Q = F*VF = FVF*.

(11)

(12)

(14)

Proof. Both of these matrices are circulants, and all circulants are diagonalized by F
[2]. The rank(J) = 1, by Eq. (3), and the only nonzero eigenvalue, corresponding to the
eigenvector /, has the value of f*f = 1. The proof for Q is similar and follows from
Eqs. (8) and (14) (the Fourier transform of J).

Theorem 2. Fourier matrices provide a singular value decomposition of Jrnn,

Jmn = F*mUmnFn (15)

with

Un

1 0 ... 0
0 0 ... 0

0 0 ... 0
(16)

Proof. To verify, we first postmultiply the matrix Jmn by F* and use the property
that for any integer 0 < p < n the finite geometric series X!fe=o upk sums to zero. The
result is the matrix JmnF*n — [/m|0mXn_i]. Then, premultiplying by matrix Fm and
using the same property, we get the matrix Urnn.
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The transformation U AU annihilates all but one of the entries of a square matrix A,
namely

UAU = diag(an,On_i), (17)

while the transformation VAV is complementary, i.e.,

VAV

0 0 ... 0
0 022 ■ • ■ Cl2n

_ 0 Q>n2 • • ' Q<nn

(18)

3. Equisum matrices. Suppose that each row of a matrix A £ Cnxn sums to the
same scalar a. We may call this an equal row sum matrix and write it as A £ ERS(n, cr).
Similarly, ECS(n, cr) denotes the set of all square matrices such that each column sums
to cr. Examples are null column sum matrices, ECS(n, 0) and generalized row stochastic
matrices ERS(n, 1). A matrix A £ Cnxn is said to be an equisum matrix, denoted by
A £ ES(n, cr), if each row and each column sums to a. Examples are nullsum matrices,
ES(n, 0) and generalized doubly stochastic matrices, ES(n, 1).

In these definitions, nothing is said about the reality or the nonnegativity of the matrix
elements. It should be noted that the above conditions impose linear constraints and
might therefore be treated by a general theory of linear structured matrices (see, e.g.,
[11]). However, this paper takes a different route.

We start with a few basic observations: if r\ and Cj denote the zth row and the jth
column of an arbitrary square matrix A, then each row of the matrix J A is equal to
the average row r = n-1 while each column of the matrix AJ is equal to the
average column c = n~l J2]=i cj- AH entries in the matrix J AJ = (s{A)/n)J are the
same and equal to the arithmetic average s{A)/n2. This means that if A £ ERS(n,cr),
then AJ = <rJ. Similarly, if A £ ECS(n,(j), then J A = a J. Finally, a matrix
A £ ES{n,a) iff it satisfies AJ = J A = cr J.

Next, the action of the matrix Q results in the following: each column of the matrix
QA and each row of the matrix AQ sums to zero, while in the matrix QAQ each row
and each column sums to zero. This follows from Eq. (10).

Theorem 3. Let A 6 Cnxn. Then the following three representations in terms of
projector matrices J and Q hold:

1. A e ERS(n, cr) iff it has the form A = a J + RQ;
2. A 6 ECS(n, a) iff it has the form A = a J + QR;
3. A £ ES(n, cr) iff it has the form A = a J + QRQ;

The matrix R £ Cnxn is not unique.

Proof. It is sufficient to prove the third statement only. If A = a J + QRQ, then
AJ = aJ2 + QRQJ = aJ + 0 = crj, and similarly for J A. Conversely, if A € ES(n,o),
then A — rrj £ ES(n, 0). Such a matrix can always be represented as A — a J = QRQ,
for some R £ Cnxn, and the third statement follows.
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None of the factorizations above, RQ, QR, and QRQ, is unique. We may add to
R in, say, the RQ case, any matrix of the form XJ, for X E Cnxn, since by (10)
XJQ = 0.

We now write these representations in Fourier language and recall that / stands for
the first column of the Fourier matrix.

Theorem 4. Let A E (jnXn_ Then the following three factorizations in terms of the
Fourier matrix F hold:

1. A E ERS(n,a) iff it has the form A = [af \ Rnxn-i]F
(or A = [af | Rnxn-i]F*);

2. A E ECS(n, cr) iff it has the form A = F[Ra^ ] (or A = F*[Ra^^ ]);
3. A E ES(n, cr) iff it has the form

A = F* diag(er, R)F = F*

In each factorization the matrix R is unique.

C Oixn-l

On—lxl Rn—lxn—1
(19)

Proof. We shall prove only the third factorization. If A £ ES(n, cr) then, by Theorem
3, there is a matrix M E Cnxn so that one can write A = crJ + QMQ. By using the
Fourier decompositions of matrices J and Q (see Eq. (14)), one gets

A = <tF*UF + (F*VF)M(F*VF) = F*{crU + VFMF*V)F. (20)

Since the matrix FMF* is simply "another" M we may write A = F*(crU + VMV)F.
Now, by Eq. (11), the matrix aU = diag(u, 0n_i) and, by Eq. (18), the matrix VMV =
diag(0, R), with R E Cn~lxn~ . This means that A takes on the form shown in Eq.

(19).
For uniqueness, let A = F* diag(cr, R\)F = F* diag(er, R2)F. Then multiplying on

the left by F and on the right by F*, we obtain diag(cr,Ri) = diag(er,R2), whence
i?l = i?2-

The projector representation, A = a J + QRQ, is of course simpler, not requiring the
Fourier matrix, but the Fourier representation (19), which is a block (or a partial) diag-
onalization, has its own virtues. For example, let A = F* diag(cr, R)F. If k is a positive
integer then, as we shall see later, Ak = F* diag(ak,Rk)F and the asymptotic properties
of Ak can be read off from those of a and R. Next, suppose we have a linear system
of equations Ax = b with a nonsingular equisum matrix. Then the Fourier representa-
tion exhibits a conservation property for the solution, namely Y^i=\ xi = a~X 5ZT=i ^
a — 0, it is still possible to have a solution provided X^T=i ̂  = we shall see, Fourier
representation easily generalizes to rectangular and block matrices while the proofs of
most theorems are considerably simplified.

To avoid needless repetitions of results, we shall work from now on with matrices
in ES{n,a) only, since all the results easily carry over to matrices in ECS(n,cr) and
ERS(n, cr).

We now list several useful elementary observations: if A £ ES(n,cr), then A,AT E
ES(n,o), while A, A* E ES(n,a). At least one of the eigenvalues of A is equal to cr,
while the corresponding left and right eigenvector is /. Also, |<j| is one of its singular
values. A matrix A is diagonalizable iff the corresponding R in representation (19) is
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diagonalizable. Suppose that R is diagonalized by T, i.e., F = TAT-1. Then, except
for the eigenvector / corresponding to the eigenvalue a, the other n — 1 eigenvectors of
A are obtained from T as follows:

a 0
0 R F = F* a 0

0 TAT-1
F = F* 1 0

0 T
a 0
0 A

1 0
0 T 1

F. (21)

In other words, the eigenvectors of A are obtained from the Fourier transform

F* diag(l, T). (22)

The Fourier representation makes it very simple to derive several closure results: if
A G ES(n,a) and B G ES(n,/3), and a, 6 are arbitrary constants, then

a A + bB G ES(n, aa + bp),

AB, BA e ES(n, aft), (23)
[A,B] G ES(n,0).

This shows that the space of all equisum matrices, denoted by ES(n), is closed under
linear combinations, the standard and the commutator products. This closure carries
over to the Kronecker product and sum, that is, if A £ ES(m,a) and B G ES(n,/3),
then

A® B £ ES(mn, a/3),
(24)A © B G ES{mn, a + (3),

and both results are also blockwise in ES(n). This can be extended as follow: if Ak G
ES(nk,ak), k = 1are I square equisum matrices, then their Kronecker product
and sum are also equisum,

Ai ® A2 <8) ■ ■ ■ ® Ar e ES I nk, ak j ,
\k= l k=l / (25)

( 1 1 \
A\ © A2 © • • • © Ar G ES I rik, ^ ' Qfc I ■

\fc=i fe= i /

Here, e.g., Ax © A2 © A3 = Ani <8> J„2 ® In.s + Ini 0 An2 ® /„3 + /ni ® I„2 ® A„3.
The closure property leads immediately to the question whether the limit of a given

sequence of matrices Ak G .ES^n, a^.), such that lim^oo Ak = A, is also equisum.

Theorem 5. If Ak G ES(n,ak) is a convergent sequence of equisum matrices, then the
limit matrix is equisum satisfying

lim Ak = A G ES(n, lim ak) = ES(n,a). (26)
k—>oo k—> oc

Proof. Convergence Ak —> ̂4 means that any fixed finite linear combination of entries
of .<4^ converges to the same linear combination of entries of A; therefore,

A = lim (F diag(ak, Rk)F*) = F lim (diag(ofc, Rk))F*
k—»oc k—>oo fr>'7\

= F diag( lim ak, lim Rk)F* = F diag(o,i?)F* G ES(n,a).
k—*oc k—>oc
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Theorem 6. If an integer k ^ 0, then Ak e ES(n, ak). If f(z) — J2T=o Ckzk designates
any power series whose radius of convergence is greater than the spectral radius of A,
then f(A) e ES(n,f(a)).

Proof. The first part of the theorem follows from the representation (19),

Ak = (F* diag(<7, R)F)k = F* diag(afc, Rk)F e ES{n, ak). (28)

This is used to prove the second part,

f(A) = ]Tc^ = diag(cr, R)F)k
k=0 k—0

= F*Y,ck diag(crfc, Rk)F = F* diag ^ ckak, ]T ckRk F
k=0 \fc=0 k=0 /

= F* diag(f(a),f(R))F e ES(n, /(*)).

(29)

In connection with Theorem 6, we note an exponential relation between matrices J
and Q,

Q = lim e~tJ = lim (I + (e_t — 1)J). (30)
t—>00 t—> OO

The equisum pattern inheritance will now be explored in some depth. Starting with
the Fourier representation (19), as a function of R, one easily verifies the following:

• If R is a diagonal matrix, then A is a circulant (and equisum). However, if R is a
block diagonal matrix with each block being an equisum, it does not follow that
A is a circulant or even a block circulant, although certain symmetries persist.

• If R is normal, or hermitian with a real, then so is A.
• If R is centrohermitian (hermitian symmetry with respect to the "central posi-

tion" of the matrix, in other words KR = RK, where K is the counter-identity
matrix with ones on the counter-diagonal, zeros elsewhere, see, e.g. [5]) and a is
real, then A is real but not quite centrohermitian. Its lower (n — 1) x (n — 1) prin-
cipal submatrix is centrohermitian and the first row and column exhibit reflection
symmetry.

• \{R is unitary and \a\ = 1, then A is unitary.
• If R is a real M-matrix (i.e., R = pi — P such that P > 0 and p > max |A(P)|)

and (7 = 0, then e~tA > 0 (see, e.g., [1]) and is also doubly stochastic for all t > 0.
• tr(A) = a + tr(i?).
• det(A) = crdet(i?).

From the projector representation one can show the following:
• If R is skewhermitian, then the Cayley transform A = (I — tQRQ)/(I + tQRQ)

is both unitary and a generalized doubly stochastic matrix for all t.
• If i? is skewhermitian, then A = etC!RCi is both unitary and a generalized doubly

stochastic matrix for all t.
• If R is real, then A = eltQRQ is a generalized doubly stochastic matrix and a

circle matrix (i.e., it satisfies A~l = A).
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• If R is real and the entries satisfy < (QRQ)ij < n+, then A = J + tQRQ is
doubly stochastic for

(In- 1\
i < mm ———, — . 31)

\n\fi | nfi+ J
This list is by no means complete; its main advantage is in efficient computer generation
of matrices with a given set of patterns or properties. We now turn to the other matrix
functions that preserve the equisum pattern.

Theorem 7. If A G ES(n,a), then its polar decomposition A = WS satisfies

S G ES(n, |q|), W g ES(n,sign(a)). (32)

Proof. The matrix H = A* A G ES(n, |a|~), by Eq. (19), is hermitian nonnegative
definite. Hence, it has a unique hermitian nonnegative square root, which we denote by
S. By Theorem 6, S = \[H £ ES(n, |a|) and if A is nonsingular, then so is S and its
inverse S~l G ES(n, |a|_1). In this case we can uniquely determine the unitary factor
by

W = AS'1 G ES(n, a/\a\) = ES(n, sign {a)). (33)

If A is singular, we shall work with its singular value decomposition, denoted by A =
XDY* (see, e.g., [7]). Regardless of singularity, the hermitian factor S = YDY* is
unique and, as we have just shown, equisum. If we write A = XDY* = WYDY* and
assume that r = rank(£)) < n, then the first r columns (or rows) of WY and X must
be the same. The remaining n — r columns (or rows) of WY can be chosen arbitrarily
except that they must form an orthonormal system. Nothing prevents us from choosing
them to be equal to those of X; in other words, we set

W = XY*. (34)
To show that W G ES(n,9) write its Fourier transform as

FWF* = r
W' (35)

Since both A and S are equisum, then the Fourier transform of the equation A = WS
implies that

a 0
0 A'

r
W'

M o"
0 s' (36)

This equation can be satisfied only if 6 — sign(a). When a = 0 we can set 9 = elx, for
some x G (—7r, 7r]. It follows that \9\ = 1, which in turn implies that c = 0 and r = 0
since otherwise the first row and column of W could not be of unit length.

Remark. A similar proof holds for the other polar decomposition, A = SW.
Another matrix function that maintains the equisum property is sign(j4). If A =

TJT1 is the Jordan canonical form of A and A = diag(J), then

sign (A) = Tsign(Re(A))T~l. (37)

In order to avoid ambiguity when Re(A;) = 0, this function is defined only for matrices
having no eigenvalues on the imaginary axis. With this assumption, three important
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properties immediately follow from Eq. (37): a) [A, sign(A)] = 0, b) (sign(A))2 = I,
and c) sign (MAM-1) = M sign(j4)M_1 for any nonsingular matrix M.

Theorem 8. If A e ES(n,a), then sign(A) € ES(n, sign(a)).

Proof. From the Fourier representation of A and sign(A) = sign(F* diag(a,R)F), we
may, by property c), pull out both Fourier matrices, namely sign(A) = F* sign(diag(a,
R))F = F* diag(sign(a),sign(.R)).F and the last matrix is in ES(n, sign(a)).

Remark. It is well known that the iteration Af.+i = (Ak + A^1)/2, with the initial
condition A0 = A, converges to sign(A) provided that no eigenvalue is on the imaginary
axis. This restriction can be somewhat relaxed in the case of nullsum matrices: suppose
a = 0 is the only zero eigenvalue of A and define sign(er) = 0. Then, if we carry out the
iteration above using the generalized inverse, the following convergence will occur:

Ak —> F* diag(0, sign(il))F = sign(A) e ES(n, 0). (38)

If we square the limit we get (sign(yl))2 = F* diag(0, (sign(i?))2)F = Q, a variation of
property b) above.

We have seen that if A € ES(n, cr) and if T e ES(n, r) is nonsingular, then TAT-1 €
ES(n,cr). The converse is more involved.

Theorem 9. If A 6 ES(n,cr) and B £ ES(n,a) are similar, i.e., B = TAT"1, then
T 6 ES(n,r), provided a is a distinct eigenvalue of A.

Proof. Writing the similarity equation in terms of Fourier representations for both
matrices, i.e., F* diag(cr, B)FT = TF* diag(a, A')F, it follows that

diag(<r, B')(FTF*) = (FTF*) diag(tr, A'). (39)
Denote the key submatrices of the Fourier transform of T by

FTF* = t r
c T' (40)

Equation (39) then splits into four equations, namely

<7T = tcr,

or = rA',

<7 c = Be,

B'T' = T'A'.

(41)

The first equation is satisfied for any r. The second and the third equations are the left
and the right eigenvector equations, corresponding to the same eigenvalue a, associated
with two matrices A' and B' known, by assumption, to share the same set of n — 1
eigenvalues. Thus, if a is an algebraically distinct eigenvalue of matrix A (as well as of
B) it cannot be an eigenvalue of either A' or B' and the only way these two equations
can be satisfied is if r = 0 and c = 0. By assumption on nonsingularity of T we may set
r = 1. Finally, there will be at least one nontrivial solution of the fourth equation and
for each solution the corresponding matrix T e ES(n, 1).

Suppose now that A(t) 6 ES(n,a(t)) is a sufficiently smooth matrix function for
all t € [a, 6] in a given interval, which implies that a(t) inherits the smoothness. Then
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there is a number of important linear operators L: CnXn —> Cnxn satisfying L{A(t)} €
ES(n, L(a(t))). For example, derivatives behave according to

dkA(t) / dka(t)\ , ,
e ES n, —— J, k = 1,2,..., (42)

dtk \ ' dt

and if !?(<) € ES(n, (3{t)) and is integrable, then the convolution integral satisfies

C(t) = r)dr e ES ^n, J a(r)/3(t — r)dr^ . (43)

This relation follows from Eq. (2.3).
Consider now a linear system of ordinary differential equations

^p-=A(t)X(t), (44)

when A(t) € ES(n,a(t)) and is also Lipschitz continuous on some domain t £ Dto that
includes an initial point to- The fundamental matrix of solutions for system (44) satisfies
X(to) = I, which is an equisum matrix, and the question is, does it remain so for other
values of t e Dt0.

THEOREM 10. The fundamental matrix of solutions generated by A(t) € ES(n,a(t))
satisfies

X(t) 6 ES ^n,exp a{r)dTJ J . (45)

Proof. We shall use the standard notation for the product integral representation (see,
e.g., [4]): denote a partition by Pk: to = tq < T\ < ■ • • < Tk = t, the ith subinterval
length by <5, = r, — Tj_j, and the ith interior point by fi E (rj_i,rj). One then forms the
ordered product (index i increases from right to left) of k matrices,

k
X{t) = lim TTe'5'A(fi), (46)

k—>oo ~

and then passes to the limit so that the maximum partition interval n(Pk) —> 0 as fc —> oo.
This infinite matrix product converges uniformly to the fundamental matrix of solutions
[4]. Since -A(fj) G ES{n,a{ji)) then, by Theorem 6,

s,A(ri) e ES(n,eSMfi)) (47)e

and, by the closure property of products in Eq. (23), each finite product satifies

jQ e6iA(Ti) e ES ^n exp f y^O!(fi)j j . (48)

The left-hand side of Eq. (48) defines a sequence of matrices known to converge uniformly
to the limit. It follows by Theorem 5 that this limit satisfies

lim e (n,exp ( lim ^ ^a(fj) | J = ES Tn.exp ( j a(r)dr
k—►ooAA \ \ k—>oo •

i= 1 \ \ i=1 'to

(49)
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Remark. A proof based on the Peano-Baker-Hausdorff series is a bit more difficult
since it involves both products and sums of equisum matrices.

Remark. It is worth mentioning that if A(t) £ ERS(n,a(t)), then X(t) e ERS(n,
exP(ft0 a(r)dr)), and similarly for matrices in ECS(n).

Equation (45), which relates the equisum property of the matrices A(t) and its fun-
damental matrix of solutions X(t), should be compared to the Abel-Liouville identity,
which states that the det(X(i)) = exp(ft Tr(A(r))dr). The common appearance of the
exponential of an indefinite integral is due to linearity of the differential system (44), but
the different integrands convey different meanings.

4. Rectangular equisum matrices. By a rectangular equisum matrix we mean a
matrix A E Cmxn such that all its row sums are equal to ar and all its column sums
equal to ac. The set of all equisum matrices is denoted by ES(m, n, <r), where we define
an "average sum" by

- - "{A) (50)
y/mn

The five numbers m, n, crr, ac, a are not independent.

Theorem 11. If A e ES(m,n,a), then

s(A) = m<jr = nac (51)

and
/to In

(52)n V to

Proof. The two equalities in Eq. (51) come from writing the s(A) first in terms of row
sums and then in terms of column sums,

m I n \ n / m \
s(A) = ajj I = mo-r = (XIa^')= ncjc'

i=1 \j=1 / j=l \i=l /

Equation (52) follows from dividing Eq. (51) by \Jmn and using definition (50). On the
other hand, definition (50) comes from writing equisum conditions in terms of the matrix
Jmn (see Eq. (5)) as follows:

A T _ mar T fm T _ s(A) T _T
nm — / m — &r\l *' m , m — ® ** m i

yjmn V n wmn , x
I- <A\ (M)T A _ U<7c T I n T _ T _ T

J rim-A — / '' si — Oc\ J n — . J n — (7 J n.Jmn V m Jmn
Theorem 11 shows that it is impossible to have a rectangular equisum matrix whose

row and column sums have different signs. Therefore, a can also be interpreted as the
signed geometric average of o> and ac, i.e., a = sign(s(A))^/aycrc. We now extend
projector representation to rectangular matrices.

Theorem 12. Let A e Cmxn. Then the following three representations in terms of
projector matrices Jmn,Qm, and Qn hold:
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1. A G ERS(m,n,cr) iff it has the form A = crJmn + RmnQn',
2. A G ECS(m,n,a) iff it has the form A = aJmn + QmRmn;
3. A G ES(m,n,cr) iff it has the form A = crJmn + QmRmnQn.

The matrix Rmn is not unique in any of these representations.

Proof. As before, it is sufficient to prove only the third statement. If A = aJmn +
then AJnrri — (7Jrnn*Jnm ~t~ Qrn^/rrmQnw The last term is annihi-

lated, by the orthogonality property (10), and the first term simplifies, by Eq. (6), to
AJnrn = crJm. This is the first of Eqs. (54). The second one is obtained in a similar
way by premultiplying with Jnm. The proof that any rectangular matrix, whose rows
and columns sum to zero, must have the form QmRmnQn comes from Eq. (10).

The Fourier representation of rectangular equisum matrices is given by the following:

Theorem 13. Let A G Cmxra. Then the following three factorizations in terms of the
Fourier matrix hold:

1. A £ ERS{m,n,a) iff it has the form A = [cr/?Tl | RmXn-i]F'n',
2. A G ECS(m,n,cr) iff it has the form A = Fm[Ra^^ ];
3. A e ES(m, n, a) iff it has the form A = F*m diag(er, Rm^ixn-i)Fn.

In each factorization the associated matrix R is unique. Also, in each factorization
the matrix F can be replaced with F*.

Proof. The reader will have no difficulty in modifying the proof in Theorem 4 to the
rectangular case.

If A G ES(m,n,a) then A7 G ES{n,m,a), while A* G ES(n,m,a). One of the
singular values of A is |<r| with the corresponding singular vectors being sign(u)/m and
fn. From the Fourier representation one can immediately obtain several other results.
If A € ES{m,n, a), B G ES(m,n, /3), and a, b are arbitrary constants, then

a A + (3B G ES(m, n, aa + bp),

AB* G ES(m,aP), (55)

B* A G ES(n, a/3).

Two immediate consequences are: VA*A G ES(n, |cr|) and VAA* G ES(m, |cr|). These
results can be used to show (see, e.g., [2]) that the generalized inverse

A-1 G ES(n, to, cr'1). (56)

If Ak G ES(rrik,nk,a.k), k = 1,... ,1, are I rectangular equisum matrices, then their
Kronecker product is also equisum:

(i i i \

7 "u- n n(u) •
fc=l k=1 fc=l /

The definition of the Kronecker sum may be extended to the rectangular matrices,
namely

A-mn ® Bpq = Arnn 0 I(Bpq
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Here I{Amn) denotes the rectangular matrix of the same size as Amn with ones on
the main diagonal and zeros elsewhere. It acts as a dimension equalizer for the or-
dinary summation so that the result is in (jmPxni. When Amn £ ES(m,n,a) and
Bpv £ ES(p,q,(3), their Kronecker sum exhibits block partition with various equisum
properties. This motivates the next section.

5. Square matrices with equisum blocks. When the previous theory is extended
to partitioned matrices with equisum blocks, some new features appear. By a nontrivial
fc-partition of an integer n we mean a set of k integers ni,..., such that rij > 0 and
n = £}=i rij. A matrix A £ cnxn is said to be symmetrically partitioned (see, e.g., [2])
if its (i,j)th block Atj £ Cn'xnj, in other words,

Ui • • • An-
A = (59)

lfci ...

If, in addition, each block satisfies the equisum condition, namely £ ES(n.i,rij,aij),
i,j = 1,k, then we shall say that A £ ESB(n\,..., nfc, DA). The square matrix
OA £ Ckxk, which we shall call the sumblock of A, has entries (DA)ij = a^. Note that
such an A need not be in ES(n,a). This definition can be extended to matrices whose
blocks satisfy Aij £ ERS{ni,rij,aij) (or ECS(ni,rij,aij)) and all the results of this
section could then be carried over with obvious modifications.

Theorem 14. If A £ ESB{n\,... ,rik, DA) then it is unitarily similar to the block
diagonal matrix

A = T* diag(DA, R)T. (60)
The matrix T, which depends only on a given fc-partition of n, is given by

T = Pdiag(F„1,...,F„J, (61)
with P being a permutation matrix depending only on The matrix r £
Cn-kxn-k ig unique

Proof. By Theorem 13, each block has a unique Fourier factorization so that matrix
A can be written as

K,

¥-1*

nk

an 0
0 Rn

otki 0
0 Rki

Fni ... F*ni

F F*r"i • • ' r nk

otik 0
0 Rik

&kk 0
0 Rkk

Fnk

Fr nk

(62)

Factoring out the Fourier matrices on both sides of each block results in the following:

A = diag(Fni,..., Fnk)*

ail 0
0 Rn

OLlk 0

0 R\k

Oikl 0 Qfcfc 0
0 R'kl 0 Rkk

diag(Fni,...,Fnk). (63)
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We now construct the permutation matrix P defined by

P =

i

i ^ri2

Ln i %ri\ri<2

Zn2n1 Ln2

Znkni Znkn 2

e,
nink

~nk

z
Zn2nk

Lnk J

(64)

Here, eUi = [1, 0,..., 0] and zni = [0,0,..., 0] are row vectors of length r^, while the
rectangular matrices LUt and Zninj are subscripted in a nonstandard manner, i.e., Lrii =
[Orai_ixi | and Zninj = 0ni_ixn.. They both have n, — 1 rows. The matrix Lni
has rii and matrix Zn,.n- has rij columns. A short check will persuade the reader that
T = P diag(irril, ■ • •, Fnk) is unitary (as a product of unitary matrices) and that it does
perform a block diagonalization of A. The proof of uniqueness of R follows the same
steps as in Theorem 13 and is omitted.

Remark. The representation in terms of Jninj and Q,, matrices, as in Theorem 12,
does not appear very useful except for easy computer generation.

The representation (60) shows that the space ESB{n\,..., n*,) is closed under lin-
ear combinations, and ordinary and commutator products; in other words, if A €
ESB(ni,..., nfc, CL4), B e ESB(ni,..., rife, OB), while a and b are arbitrary con-
stants, then

A* e ESB{nu.
A G ESB{ni,.

aA "t~ bB £ ESB(ri\,.
AB € ESB{nu.

[A,B} e ESB{nu.

,nk,DA*),

,nk,OA),
, rife, aOA + bDB), (65)

,nk,OAOB),
,nk [DA, QB]).

While the Kronecker product and sum of two such matrices inherit the structure to some
extent (as shown by (60)), the inheritance mechanism is more complex since it involves
other permutation matrices.

We shall now extend Theorem 6 as follows:

Theorem 15. If A e ESB{n\,...,nk,DA) then Ap e ESB(n\,..., nk(DA)p) for any
integer p ^ 0. If f(z) is any analytic function whose convergence radius is greater than
the spectral radius of A, then

f(A) eESB(nu...,nk,f(DA)). (66)

Proof. By representation (60),

Ap = (T* diag(DA, R)T)P = T* diag((DA)p, RP)T. (67)
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This result is then used in the following:

OC OO

f(A) = Y,^Aj = YlcoT* diag ((OAy,Ri)T
j=o k=o

= T* £Cj-diag((QAy,Rj) T = T* diag £ Cj{UA)\ £ CjR> ) T
\j=o J \j=0 j=0

= T* diag (f{DA),f(R))T G ESB(nu ...,nk, /(DA)).

(68)

Theorem 16. If A G ESB(ni,... ,nk,OA) is nonsingular with the nonsingular sum-
block, then both factors in its polar decomposition A = WS inherit the equisum block
pattern: the unitary factor W G ESB(ni,... ,nk,OW) while the symmetric positive
definite factor S G ESB(n\,..., nk, OS). Furthermore, the sumblocks DW and DS are
the factors in the polar decomposition of sumblock DA,

DA = DWDS. (69)

Proof. We start with the definition of S = VH = VA*A. Prom the representation

(60),

H = A* A = T* diag((DA)*, R*)TT* diag(CL4, R)T
= T* diag((CL4)*CL4, R*R)T = T* diag(DH, G)T,

which shows that H G ESB(n\,..., nk, OH). By Theorem 15, its unique hermitian
positive definite square root, denoted by S, satisfies

S e ESB(ni,... ,nk,DS), (71)

where we set DS = \/OH. By assumption, A is nonsingular and so is S. In that case
we can multiply A = WS on the right by the inverse S~{ G ESB(ni,... ,nk,{DS) x)
and obtain the following:

W = AS"1 G £SB(nl,...,nfc,(IL4(□S,)-1). (72)

Remark. There are three cases involving singularity: 1) A is nonsingular, D^4 is
singular; 2) A is singular, CM is nonsingular; 3) A and DA are singular. Each case can
be proved by means of a singular value decomposition of either A or CM using the steps
in the proof of Theorem 7.

Remark. A similar proof holds for the other polar decomposition in the reverse order
A = SW.

We know from Theorem 6 that if A G ES(n,a), then f(A) G ES(n, f(a)). If
B G ES(n, (3), then f(A + B) G ES(n, f(a+/3)) provided that the radius of convergence
of / is sufficiently large. We shall now show that each directional, or Frechet, derivative
of f{A) in the direction B is an equisum matrix.

Theorem 17. If A G ES(n,a), B G ES(n,fi), and f(z) is any power series whose
convergence radius is greater than the sum of the spectral radii of A and B, then each
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directional derivative (B) is an equisum matrix, namely

id)11< aw a Train tU)(n\@L
7 I

D%\f{A))eES[njU\a)^), j = 1,2,.... (73)

Proof. The proof is based on the directional block representation of directional deriva-
tives of f(A) (see, [12]), which states that if C is a block semicirculant matrix,

C =

ABO ... 0
0 A B ... 0

0 0 ... A B
0 0 ... 0 A

= semicirc(j4, £?, 0,..., 0), (74)

having the matrix B appearing precisely k times on the first block "superdiagonal", then

/(C) = semicirc (f(A), DB(f(A)), ^{A)),..., - (75)

Since both A and B are equisum, it follows that the matrix C € ESB(n,..., n, DC),
with n appearing k + l times. The sumblock DC is a semicirculant matrix of dimension
k + 1, with the representer given by DC = semicirc(a, j3,0,..., 0).

By Theorem 15, /(C) € ESB(n,..., n, /(DC)) and it follows that each directional
derivative D{g(f(A)), j = 1,..., k is an equisum matrix. To find out its sum, we invoke
the theorem stating that if DC is semicirculant, then so is /(DC) and we only need
determine its representer. It is not difficult to show (e.g., induction) that the representer
of (DC)-7 is given by

(DCy = semicirc faj, ..., ~ ^ ~ k + ^aj~kpk^j . (76)

Hence,

/(□C) = semicirc /(a),/")(a)/3,...,/('y (77)

and this proves Eq. (73).
We now extend Theorem 10 to a linear system of ordinary differential equations

^ = A{t)X{t), (78)

given that A(t) € ESB(ni,... ,nk,OA(t)) and is also Lipschitz continuous on some
interval that includes an initial point to.

Theorem 18. The fundamental matrix of solutions for the system (78) satisfies

X{t)&ESB(n1,...,nk,DX(t)), (79)

and the sumblock of the fundamental matrix OX (t) satisfies the differential equation

—DX = DA(t)DX, DX{t0) = I. (80)
at
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Proof. Writing the Fourier representation (60) as A(t) = T* diag(DA(t), R(t))T,
where the matrix T is independent of t, we see that the Fourier transform of the so-
lution Y(t) = TX{t)T* satisfies dY(t)/dt = diag(CL4(£),.R(£))Y'(£), Y(t0) = I. The
system is block diagonalized, the first block being Eq. (80).

6. Least squares characterizations. For A € Cn x71. we designate the operator
Pe{A) = 6J + QAQ. This operator is a projection since Pg(A) = 6J + Q(6J +
QAQ)Q = 9J + QAQ = Pq(A). Therefore, one would expect it to have certain
properties of best approximation. These will now be developed. We employ the Euclidean
(or Frobenius) norm, defined by

Mil' = E £ m2 = tr^A*)=tr(A*A)> (81)
i= 1 j=1

which is unitarily invariant, i.e., ||XA||f = ||AX"||f = ||-A||f for any unitary matrix X.
Let E denote the difference between a given matrix A and an equisum matrix B =

F* diag(/?, R)F. Since F, F* are unitary, we have the following equality:

||JS||f = ||A - B||f = \\A - F* diag(/3, R)F\\f = \\FAF* - diag(/?, fl)||F. (82)
By the definition in (81), ||^||f will be minimized if we select

P = (FAF*)hl = ^ (83)

and R to be the (n — 1) x (n — 1) principal submatrix of FAF* sitting in the lower right
corner. This proves the following:

Theorem 19. For any A e CnXn, the matrix B = /3J+QAQ is the best approximation
to A, in the sense of the Frobenius norm, by matrices in ES(n) provided /? is given by
Eq. (83). The Fourier representation is given by

B = F*(diag(l, (n - 1) Jn_x) . (FAF*))F. (84)

Here, the matrix diag(l, (n - l)Jn_i) is a "stencil" matrix consisting of zeros and ones
only. It acts as a selector of entries in the matrix FAF* by using the Schur-Hadamard
product denoted by •. The quality of this approximation may be judged by the following
theorem.

Theorem 20. The difference matrix E between an arbitrary matrix A and its best equi-
sum approximation B has at most two nonzero eigenvalues, i.e., A(E) = (e, —e, 0,..., 0).
The value of e is specified in the proof by Eqs. (87) and (89).

Proof. The difference matrix E = A — B = A — F* diag(/3, R)F and its Fourier
transform FEF* = FAF* — diag(/3, R) have the same characteristic equation. In view
of Eq. (84), the Fourier transform of E is a rather sparse matrix,

0 ri ... rn-1"

FEF* = Cl ° 0 . (85)
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The constants rj,..., r„_i, C\,..., c„_i are in general complex, but if a matrix A is real,
then so is the difference matrix E (Theorem 19). In either case, it follows from Eq. (85)
that

n— 1

\\Eg = Y,\ck\2\rk\2. (86)
k=l

Furthermore, if we denote by

n— 1

P=^ckrk, (87)
fe=i

then the characteristic equation of FEF* can be derived by a recurrence (e.g., start the
expansion of the determinant from the lower right corner) and contains only two terms:

A" - p\n~2 = 0.

It follows that there are at most two nonzero eigenvalues, namely

e = ±y/p. (89)

Remark. The meaning of the coefficients in Eq. (85) can be inferred from the follow-
ing analysis: denote by er the vector of differences between row sums and (3 in Eq. (83).
Then the first row in the matrix (85) is the Fourier transform of er scaled by n~1'2, and
similarly for ec, the vector of differences between column sums and (3.

We now extend the best approximation of a square matrix A by a partitioned matrix
B G ESB(n\,..., nk, QB).

Theorem 21. Given a square matrix A, and a fc-partition of n,n\,... ,nk, the matrix

B = T*(diag(fcJfc, (n - k)Jn-k) . (TAT*))T (90)

is the best approximation to A in the Frobenius norm by matrices in EBS{ni,..., nk).
The matrix T is the same as in Theorem 14 and the sumblock of B is given by

- 'M (9l)
We omit the proof of this theorem since it repeats the arguments used in Theorem 14
and Theorem 19.

7. Conclusion. Possible further investigations suggest themselves: solution of non-
linear matrix equations, e.g., matrix Riccati equation, with equisum coefficients, or the
use of equisum (block) matrices for preconditioning processes. Similarly, consider equi-
sum iterations of the form = akJ + Q{S • Xk)Q, where S is a selector matrix of
0's and l's, ak —> er, and which converges to an equisum matrix with 0's coinciding with
those of S.

Instead of constructing matrix J as the dyadic product of the first column of F with
itself, one can use any other column to generate a projector matrix J (as a dyadic
product) and the corresponding orthogonal matrix Q. The entire theory replicates itself
to a considerable extent, as the results of our computation with the second column of F
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show. This raises the question of which unitary matrices other than the Fourier matrices
generate useful patterns invariant under linear and nonlinear transformations.

This paper has given a brief introduction of the extent to which the equisum property
persists through both linear and nonlinear transformations. It seems to the writers that
the general phenomenon of pattern permanence in the matrix context is both significant
and wide open for further study.
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